[1] In the interest of quantitatively assessing the capabilities of coronal MHD models, we have developed a metric that compares the structures of the white light corona observed with SOHO LASCO C2 to model predictions. The MAS model is compared to C2 observations from two Carrington rotations during solar cycle 23, CR1913 and CR1984, which were near the minimum and maximum of solar activity, respectively, for three radial heights, 2.5 R , 3.0 R , and 4.5 R . In addition to simulated polarization brightness images, we create a synthetic image based on the field topology along the line of sight in the model. This open-closed brightness is also compared to LASCO C2 after renormalization. In general, the model's magnetic structure is a closer match to observed coronal structures than the model's density structure. This is expected from the simplified energy equations used in current global corona MHD models.
Introduction
[2] The solar atmosphere plays a fundamental role in the Sun-Earth system. The corona is the source of the solar wind, and it is the variability of the solar wind that drives much of the phenomena that define the state of Earth's space environment. In recent years, the space physics community has invested effort into linking together many models which simulate distinct parts of the Sun-Earth system, in the interest of creating a comprehensive space weather model. The Center for Integrated Space weather Modeling (CISM) is a NSF Science and Technology Center devoted to this task. The driving inner boundary of these models lies in the solar corona. In order to obtain accurate solutions throughout the whole system, it is essential to be able to assess the capabilities of the coronal model through a metric. A metric is a quantitative method that accurately describes how well a model is able to reproduce physical observations. Metrics present the goodness of fit of a model. By defining an appropriate metric, an objective comparison of models can be made and individual model improvements can be can be tracked as their physics are augmented over time. A comprehensive discussion on metrics and their role in CISM can be found in the work of Spence et al. [2004] .
[3] Coronal and heliospheric metrics are limited by data sources which can be compared with models. Past attempts have focused on solar wind in situ data [Owens et al., 2005; McGregor et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009] . We have defined a coronal metric based on polarized brightness (pB) white light coronagraph observations. The pB images yield information on both the electron density and magnetic structures of the corona, which can be used to constrain and test MHD models of the corona. In this paper, the metric is applied to the Magnetohydrodynamics Around a Sphere (MAS) model [Linker et al., 1999] , which outputs both the density and vector magnetic field for the global corona.
[4] In section 2, the MAS model is described along with the SOHO LASCO white light coronagraph data and our method of constructing a metric. In section 3, the results of applying this metric are presented for two time periods, one during solar minimum and the other at solar maximum. In section 4, the implications and significance of the metric results are discussed.
Methodology

MAS Model
[5] The Magnetohydrodynamics Around a Sphere model [Linker et al., 1999; Riley et al., 2006a Riley et al., , 2006b Riley et al., , 2002 solves the viscous, resistive MHD equations for a spherical grid. Detailed discussion of the equations and computational method is found in [Linker et al., 1999] . The energy equation is simplified using a polytrope approximation which does not include energy sources. In this paper g is set to 1.05, which is nearly isothermal and significantly smaller than the physical adiabatic value of 5/3. This simplification inherently limits the model's ability to quantify density structures in the corona.
[6] The particular version of MAS used in this study solves the MHD equations to steady state for the global corona. Because of the large scale domain the model grid is defined so as to capture large scale structures. There are 64 Â 70 Â 70 cells in the (r, q, f) directions. The radial domain is 1 R to 30 R . The grid is finer near the equator and in the inner corona so as to capture more precisely these dynamical areas.
[7] The boundary conditions of the model specify a uniform density and temperature at the inner boundary. The magnetic field is initiated with a potential field extrapolation based on line-of-sight (LOS) photospheric synoptic magnetograms of a full solar rotation ($27 days) from the National Solar Observatory at Kitt Peak.
Polarization Brightness
[8] Observations of the outer corona are primarily obtained by white light coronagraphs. It is difficult to directly determine the density distribution in the corona since the signal obtained is a superposition of structures integrated along the LOS in the optically thin corona. Therefore to compare MHD simulations of the corona to observations the white light intensity is calculated by integrating the three-dimensional density model output along the LOS. The white light K-corona is produced by photospheric light Thomson scattered by coronal electrons. White light coronal brightness also contains contributions from zodiacal light, known as the F-corona. Because the F-corona is largely unpolarized below 5 solar radii [Saito et al., 1977] and the K-corona is highly polarized, it is useful to use observations of polarization brightness (pB) to isolate the K-corona. The pB is the difference in intensity of radiation polarized tangential to the limb of the Sun and radiation polarized normal to the limb. In particular, polarization brightness can be calculated from the number density using,
where B is the mean photospheric brightness, u is the limb darkening constant, s is the Thomson scattering cross section of an electron, n is the local electron density, and q is the angle between Sun center and points along the LOS. A and B are functions of q and are derived via the integration of photon source angle over a hemisphere of the Sun. Billings [1966] and Hundhausen [1993] derive this LOS scattering integral and provide analytic examples.
[9] The pB data used in this paper comes from the SOHO LASCO C2 coronagraph which observes the solar corona between 2 and 6 R . On average LASCO C2 makes one pB observation each day using a polarization filter. An example of C2 data is shown in Figures 1a and 1d , in the form of a Carrington map. Carrington maps are formed by synoptically piecing together several days worth of observations at a set radial height over one solar rotation, which is slightly over 27 days long. In this sense, the Carrington longitude of the limb is synonymous with the date of the observation. Carrington maps make it possible to examine the global structure of the corona by reducing the data from a full solar rotation to a single image. Observational and simulated Carrington maps present the data in a form convenient for quantitatively assessing the capabilities of the model at capturing coronal structures.
Designing a Metric
[10] The pB scattering LOS integral is applied to the steady state density solution from the MAS model and produces simulated pB (spB) images which are directly comparable to LASCO C2 coronagraph data. Images corresponding to particular dates are created by matching that day's meridional longitude and solar B angle. Examples are shown in Figures 1b and 1e . However, in light of the simplified energy equations used by contemporary MHD models we do not expect the density structures in the models to quantitatively match coronal observations. Consequentially, an alternative approach is chosen in addition where simulated LOS scattering images are created using the magnetic structures predicted by the model.
[11] Open-closed brightness (ocB) images are formed by categorizing the corona into open or closed regions based on their magnetic topology. The vector magnetic field output of the model is used to trace field lines for each point in the model grid. By examining the location of foot points of the field lines it is determined whether field lines are open or closed. To first order approximation, the corona can be divided into regions that are either magnetically open and in hydrodynamic Parker equilibrium or closed and in hydrostatic equilibrium. Because the magnetic field dictates the movement of the plasma, the open field regions are of much lower density than the closed regions where the plasma is confined within magnetic loops. Based on these principles, as field lines within the model grid are traced, a proxy density of binary value, 0 or 1, is assigned to points of open and closed magnetic configuration respectively. By applying the pB integration discussed above to this proxy density field, ocB images are constructed. Examples of these are shown in Figures 1c and 1f . Although ocB images are related to the spB images, several key distinctions must be made in our analysis of this reduced result. By limiting the proxy densities to binary values, the radial density fall off that is present in the corona is lost. This discrepancy is accounted for by only analyzing the images at a set radial height. Similarly, the point by point quantitative values obtained via the pB integrations are meaningless without normalization because the applied binary density values have no physical significance. However once normalized, ocB images at set radial heights are comparable to that of pB and spB images.
[12] Bearing these factors in mind, a series of the images is used to construct Carrington maps for spB, ocB, and LASCO C2 pB images. The MAS model is steady state and the resolution is designed to capture the large scale structure of the corona over an entire Carrington rotation. Thus Carrington maps offer a reasonable and appropriate format in which to compare the global corona of the model to the physical corona.
[13] A quantitative method is necessary to objectively compare the three types of Carrington maps that are produced. In this paper a point by point c 2 calculation is used to assess the correlation of the simulated Carrington maps to observations. Before the c 2 calculation is applied, two separate normalization schemes are used. In the first scheme, the mean intensity of the poles is subtracted from the data set, and any resulting intensities less than zero are set to zero. This has the effect of removing any DC offset in A06101 SCHMIT ET AL.: CORONAL STRUCTURES IN MHD the data. The second scheme, normalizes to the intensity range such that,
where i x,y is the intensity at pixel (x,y), i min is the minimum intensity in the map, and i max is the maximum intensity in the map. Whereas the first scheme results in a translation and rebinning of the intensity distribution, this normalization represents a translation and scaling. The scaling is necessary for comparing ocB to pB because in the process of creating the ocB field we introduced nonphysical units which changed the range of ocB as compared to pB.
[14] The normalized maps are then compared using the c 2 calculation,
I is the pB intensity, I is the model's predicted intensity (either spB, ocB, or baseline), s 2 is the variance of the pB map, and N is the number of points in the map. The c 2 is representative of how closely the density structures of two maps are correlated. The lower the c 2 , the closer the fit between model and data. By applying this calculation to maps at different heights and rotations, we are able to gain a better sense of the model's capabilities at capturing the three-dimensional density structures of the corona.
Results
[15] For this study, two Carrington rotations have been examined, CR1913 which occurred between August and September 1996, and CR1984 which occurred between December 2001 and January 2002. These rotations represent the minimum and maximum of solar activity, respectively, as defined by sunspot number. We have chosen to look at these two particular rotations for the drastically different states of the Sun each represents.
[16] Figures 1a -1c show the Carrington maps for CR1913 and Figures 1d-1f show the maps for CR1984. These maps have all been normalized for the reasons discussed in section 2.3. The LASCO pB map for CR1913 shows the typical solar minimum coronal configuration. The long central, bright structure is the streamer belt which is an equatorial region of high density that coincides with the closed field region of the dominant dipole component of the magnetic field. Between 170°a nd 290°longitude, the streamer belt widens and the intensity at the equator is reduced. This region of the rotation coincides with a large equatorially extended coronal hole that was extensively observed during the Whole Sun Month campaign [Del Zanna and Bromage, 1999] . The coronal hole and the nearby equatorial active region, located [17] In the spB map for CR1913, the streamer belt is also wider in this region. In comparing the pB and the spB map several key distinctions are apparent. Overall, the spB shows a narrow, almost uniform equatorial streamer belt with longitudinal variations similar to those in the observations. However, the contrast between the polar regions and the streamer belt is much greater in pB than in spB. The poles in the spB maps are still bright. Another striking difference between spB and pB is the location of the intensity minimum. For pB, the minimum is set at the poles, and for spB the minimum is set at the equator near 225°longitude. This equatorial minimum is associated with an active region in the model.
[18] In the CR1913 ocB map, the density contrast in the poles is increased as compared to the spB map. The poles are dark. The dim equatorial spot present in the spB map is replaced by a diffuse medium intensity region. Because the ocB map shows the integral of binary open/closed data along the LOS, it is able to capture the effect of a streamer and coronal hole lying along the same LOS in a realistic, diffuse manner. Qualitatively, there are strong structural similarities between the ocB map and spB map. This is what we expect as both maps are constructed from different variables of the same MHD solution. However, these two maps do differ strongly in the distribution of intensities.
[19] Figure 2 shows the normalized intensity distributions of the same maps displayed in Figures 1a-1c . The pB and ocB maps share a similar distribution shape, which peaks low in the normalized intensity range. However, the ocB distribution peaks at the very minimum of intensity. This is most likely the result of setting the binary value corresponding to open field to null. The spB distribution peaks closer to the middle of intensity range, and its peak is broad. The spB distribution has very few pixels in the low intensity region where pB and ocB distributions peak. The red bars in these histograms mark the mean intensity of the polar regions of the maps. The spB poles are in the midrange of intensity whereas the poles for the pB and ocB maps are near the lower end of the intensity range. These distributions show that the spB intensities are too bright in general, although this is particularly true at the poles. Based on this initial qualitative analysis of the Carrington maps and distributions, the ocB map appears to be a closer fit to the observations in polar and equatorial holes and in overall intensity distribution.
[20] The corona has a much more complicated structure during solar maximum as is seen in comparing the LASCO pB maps for CR1984 and CR1913. The streamers appear discontinuous and scattered. There is a larger area of medium intensities, and overall, structures are more diffuse than in CR1913. The poles are not uniformly dim although smaller coronal holes are still visible in the maps. During maximum activity, the solar magnetic field is more complex. Figure 2a , the bars centered on 0.05 and 0.07 extend to 586 and 348 pixels, respectively. In Figure 2c , the bar centered on 0.01 extends to 1182 pixels. The red bars mark the mean intensity of the polar regions (±60) in each map.
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In addition to the dipole component, higher multipole moments associated with active regions gain strength. These traits strongly warp the magnetic neutral line, and the streamer belt is most likely transformed into multiple discontinuous streamers at many latitudes.
[21] The spB map for CR1984 contains many individual streamers, although they are less contrasted than in the observations. The poles are bright as they were in the spB map of CR1913. In the ocB map for CR1984, the streamers are more distinct, and the coronal holes are larger in both longitudinal and latitudinal extent than in the spB map. Polar holes are also present. In the spB map, no dark regions occur at latitudes poleward of 60°implying the absence of coronal holes. The ocB map, however, contains a small northern polar hole at 200°to 225°longitude as well as the southern polar hole near 135°longitude. The ocB map suggests that polar coronal holes remain at solar maximum, though they are considerably smaller in area than at solar minimum.
[22] The agreement between the model and the data is not as strong in CR1984 as it was in CR1913. This is to be expected as the corona evolves on shorter timescales and is more active during solar maximum. This affects the accuracy of the synoptic magnetogram used to specify the inner boundary of the model. During solar minimum observational cadence does not introduce as much error as it does during maximum. Transient phenomena such as coronal mass ejections are more common during maximum. These can affect the pB brightness of individual images as well as the overall structure of the corona.
[23] We produced twelve sets of maps similar to those in Figure 1 for both east and west limb of both rotations at 2.5, 3.0, and 4.5 R . We applied the c 2 calculation and compared the spB and ocB maps to the LASCO pB maps. The two different normalizations described in section 2.3 have been applied. The results are summarized in Table 1 along with the c 2 for a baseline model based on the work of Guhathakurta et al. [1996] . This baseline model was created by fitting pB streamer profiles from the minimum of Solar Cycle 20. Gudhathakurta finds that streamers can be fit using a 3 parameter, height-specific gaussian with a uniform background. We use the best fit parameters at heights of 2.5, 3.0, and 4.5 R to construct Carrington maps for a time-independent, equatorial streamer. Ideally, a potential field source surface model would serve as a baseline model. However, two characteristics of PFSS models make them undesirable. PFSS models do not output a density, and above the source surface, which is typically placed at 2.35 R [Hoeksema et al., 1983] , all field lines are open. In these ways, PFSS models do not help provide a spB or ocB comparison within the LASCO C2 field of view.
[24] Using the normalization based on the poles, spB has a c 2 consistently lower than baseline for CR1913 and a comparable c 2 for CR1984. Using the normalization based on the maximum and minimum intensities, the baseline has a lower c 2 than spB for all rotations. This descrepancy is a result of the very different effect the two normalization schemes have on the intensity distribution. By normalizing to the poles, the populated bins in the intensity distribution below 0.35 in Figure 2b are summed and deposited in the bin representing the mean polar intensity. This creates a distribution which more closely resembles Figure 2a . The polar normalization sidesteps the problem the MAS model has with dim equatorial regions. The result is a lower c 2 .
[25] The maximum/minimum normalization is necessary to compare ocB to the data. By using binary proxy densities, we have changed the range of the intensity distribution of ocB as compared to pB. The maximum/minimum normalization translates and scales the ocB distribution so that it is comparable to the pB. If the shape of the spB distribution were similar to that of pB, this normalization should result in a spB c 2 lower than baseline. However, Figure 2 shows that the distribution of spB is much flatter than pB. Using the maximum/minimum normalization, the ocB maps exhibit a lower c 2 than the spB maps for every rotation. The range of improvement varies from a factor of 2 -4. The comparison between ocB and the baseline model is less dramatic. The ocB maps have a c 2 lower than baseline by a factor of 1.3 -2.0, and the improvement for ocB over baseline is reduced in CR1984. Overall, both MAS and the baseline better capture coronal structure in CR1913 than CR1984. The spB fit is particularly off in CR1984, with c 2 double that of the baseline in some instances. We do not expect that the baseline model should fit particularly well for CR1984 because it is a axisymmetric model which is not realistic for the magnetic structure of solar maximum. In regards to variations between the limbs, there does not seem to be a pattern over all maps and both normalizations. It is typical for one limb to have consistently lower c 2 for all heights in a given rotation and model. This may be attributed to transient phenomena captured in the C2 data. Logically, there should not be a preferred limb in terms of fitting accuracy.
[26] In general, the c 2 increases with radial height. This effect is caused by the geometric narrowing of streamers with height. Because the outer corona is mostly open at Normalized to the intensity range so that i min = 0 and i max = 1.
A06101 SCHMIT ET AL.: CORONAL STRUCTURES IN MHD 4.5 R , there are many more points near the minimum intensity than the maximum, and the only density enhancements are directly surrounding the current sheet. Any small positional errors in the location of the neutral line therefore have large effects on the c 2 .
[27] Table 1 clearly illustrates that the MAS model is capable of recreating the structure of the corona. Although, the density and the unnormalized simulated polarization brightness do not accurately reproduce the LASCO maps, the magnetic structure of the model is consistent with the observed data. When logically normalized, spB is an improvement over the baseline.
Discussion
[28] Currently, computational limitations still affect the order of the approximations that must be applied to make the problem of modeling the solar corona tractable. As computers and models continue to grow in complexity, there is a necessity to assess and track our progress at understanding the physics that dominate the corona. The metric developed in this paper can serve as gauge for that purpose.
[29] The terms in the energy equation used in MHD simulations can have drastic effects on the solution. To zeroth order, the corona is assumed to be isothermal. To first order, a polytropic assumption is reasonable. However, with these approximations anisotropic conduction, radiative cooling, and explicit coronal heating are all neglected. Density is particularly sensitive to these higher order terms. Any model not including them will not likely be able to accurately simulate white light scattering images based on model densities. However, because the corona is magnetically dominated, these higher order effects are less likely to have a strong effect on the magnetic field configuration. In exclusively using the model's magnetic field solution, subject to a LOS integral, to produce ocB images, this metric is able to look past the known shortcomings of this particular type of model and assess how well it captures the magnetic structure of the corona. Versions of the MAS model are being developed which implement a more detailed energy equation [Linker et al., 2007] . When this metric is applied to more realistic models, we expect the c 2 for the spB maps should decrease as compared to those found in this paper. The ocB c 2 should not change drastically, however, because the magnetic field is dominant over thermodynamics in the low b-corona.
[30] The most obvious shortcoming of the spB is the latitudinal intensity profile. The intensity in the polar regions is too high, and the intensity minimum is found near equatorial holes. This effect can be attributed to dynamical effects of flux tube geometries. In the model some small equatorial coronal holes are rooted in active regions. Even if a small percentage of the flux of these active regions is open, the strong magnetic field of these regions forces a dramatic expansion of these flux tubes in the lower corona. In a model based on a polytropic gas, this rapid expansion greatly decreases the density of the flux tube. Because the boundary conditions of the model are uniform at the coronal base, this rapid near-surface expansion greatly reduces the density near equatorial active regions as compared to the slowly expanding polar flux tubes. It is likely that the inclusion of more sophisticated thermodynamics will provide more accurate density profiles.
Conclusions
[31] A quantitative metric is necessary to assess the growth and abilities of MHD models of the solar corona. We have created a metric that is capable of analyzing the MHD solutions through two distinct and complementary methods. Simulated polarization brightness (spB) images and open-closed brightness (ocB) images can both be compared to observational polarization brightness data through the creation of normalized Carrington maps. Using a c 2 comparison we find that the ocB maps matched the data more closely than the spB maps. This is expected with the limited thermodynamics of the MAS model. The model more accurately captured the white light structures during CR1913 than during CR1984. Even during CR1984, the ocB map shows that the model captures the overall structure of the corona well as indicated by the significantly lower c 2 than that of a baseline model. The next generation of global coronal MHD is currently in its early stages, but we plan on carrying out further analysis on these upcoming model results. An augmented energy equation should greatly enhance the accuracy of the model's density prediction. There is also community interest in incorporating vector magnetogram boundary conditions in global MHD. This might have drastic effects on magnetic structure and ocB predictions. Another application of this analysis is in the inner corona using the HAO Mark IV coronagraph. In this approach, a comparison with a PFSS model can be made similar to that of Riley et al. [2006a Riley et al. [ , 2006b ]. This metric is widely applicable to coronal MHD models and is a viable tool for the space physics community as it attempts to create predictive space weather models.
